KAʻAO
Transforming the Student Experience, a 4-Stage Process founded in Hawaiʻi myth

HUA
THE CATALYST
HUA: egg, fruit, or seed
The HUA is what sparks the journey
The HUA is your WHY

What is your HUA? Why are you here at Hawaiʻi Community College?

HAʻALELE
THE LAUNCH
HAʻALELE: to leave, depart
The HAʻALELE is the separation of what was and what will become
The HAʻALELE is the LAUNCH into your journey

What is your HAʻALELE? What do you need to launch into your academic journey?

HUAKAʻI
THE JOURNEY
HUAKAʻI: a journey, mission, to travel
The HUAKAʻI is where the individual will be challenged, overcome those challenges, and be transformed by this process
The HUAKAʻI is the JOURNEY itself

What is your HUAKAʻI? What does your academic journey look like? How will you be successful on this journey?

HOʻINA
THE RETURN
HOʻINA: to return, to go back
The HOʻINA is a reintegration, the readdressing of the HUA

What is your HOʻINA? Was your journey a success? How does your academic journey readdress your why? How will you plant seeds in your community?